DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME ON PAPERWORK !

LET OUR AI DRIVEN AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS DO THAT FOR YOU

AUTOMATION
CASE STUDY
CLIENT: A HEALTHCARE BPO

PROBLEM
STATEMENT

Our client handles thousands of raw medical records for
patients in the US. These documents contain multiple subdocuments like Lab Reports, Progress Notes, X-ray
reports, MRI scans, Prescriptions and more -merged into a
single raw PDF.

The client's team had to find the sub-documents manually
from the raw PDF, separate them, remove unwanted
pages, merge the remaining documents in a new sequence
and create an index for the same with hyperlinked pages.

This task took immense manual effort as the agents had to
read through hundreds, if not thousands of pages and
identify documents. Then they used a PDF editing tool to
manually split and merge the PDFs. And, finally create an
index on the first page of the PDF.

HOW WE HELPED
We helped the client by building an
Automation platform that helps automate
the documents identification process,
PDF structuring and index creation.
We used deep learning models with
Natural Language Processing, OCR and
Computer Vision to build an automated
pipeline that could perform these tasks.

THE PROCESS

STEP 1 : COMPUTER VISION
Once the platform receives the raw PDF file, our
Computer Vision algorithm identifies the text
from the documents.
The documents could be actual text files or
scanned files and even handwritten documents.

STEP 2 : OCR
After identifying the text, we extract the text from
the documents using OCR.
The extracted text is then formatted into a proper
structure.
We also extract other meta like page numbers,
headers, footers, signatures, timestamp and more.

STEP 3 : NLP ENGINE
We feed the extracted and pre-processed text to the
Deep Learning model to classify the text into various
types of medical records.
For higher accuracy and document splitting, we have
our rule-engine that does the job of identifying where
a sub-document starts and where it ends in the actual
raw document using complex regular expressions.

STEP 4 : DOCUMENT FORMATTING

Based on the output of the Deep Learning engine, the
sub-documents are split into independent files.
A new file is created automatically with the re-ordered
documents based on the date and timestamp.
All of this happens automatically without needing a
single manual input from the user.

STEP 5 : INDEX CREATION

We generate an index automatically on the first page of the
document where the page numbers of each sub-document
are hyperlinked so that the medical professionals can easily
navigate across the entire report, without any hassle.

THE CHALLENGES
- We had to train our Deep Learning models with tonnes of
data for improved accuracy as we had over 100 report types.
- The AI engine had to be improved constantly to identify
scanned and handwritten text along with poor scan quality.
- Any medical document, for example - a lab report, can have
multiple formats depending on the state, city or even hospital.
We had to create complex logic to identify them.
- Identifying the starting page and the ending page of a subdocument in a raw PDF document is complex as it involves
writing complex business logic.
Actual medical records that we process.
Note - Personal data has been retracted
with black marks.

THE RESULT

The average time for manually
completing this process end-to-end
was about 1.5 - 2 hours per case and
for bigger case files, it could take upto
a day. The accuracy was around 70%
- 85% and it would go down for bigger
documents.

Our platform helped them bring down the
time to an average of 15-25 minutes per case.
For bigger case files, the time can go upto 2
hours max.
The accuracy level that we have achieved is
80% to 90%.

The tool is designed in such a way that
the users can add new types of
reports without writing a single line of
code.

